Abstract. With such strengths as global coverage, low facility cost and good compactness, GNSS is the most popular technology used in providing navigation and positioning services for vehicles. To address the concern that the receive antenna is impossible to be mounted on the roof of a vehicle in whole but only separately by means of dual reflectors, an analysis was made to the positioning principle of dual-reflector antenna, upon which the coordinate transformation of dual reflectors as well as the corresponding relation between position and attitude determination were derived in addition to a description of the visibility requirements in different application environments. And then, an attitude determination and positioning technique was proposed on the basis of data fusion before an analysis was made to the effect of the system error to the positioning performance. The analysis result showed that the positioning performance was guaranteed with at least four visible satellites by means of signal fusion when dual-reflector antenna is used.
Introduction
GNSS is extensively used in both civil and military fields because of its such strengths as global coverage, low facility cost and good compactness [1] [2] [3] . In vehicle navigation services, GNSS is among the optimal navigation and positioning techniques [4, 5] . A vehicle-mounted receiver needs 4 navigation signals at least for positioning purpose, which are usually received by the antenna mounted on roof. However, some vehicles have no way to mount a receive antenna on the roof due to restricted installation conditions, but only to mount dual reflectors separately on both sides of the vehicle. In the event of poor satellites visibility when a dual reflector antenna is used, it is required to integrate the navigation signals received separately by the reflectors for joint positioning. To make this happen, uniform time and space references must be established [6] . However, there are coordinate differences in the satellite signals received by different reflectors because of the distance between the two reflectors. It would introduce an error to position fixing directly based on ranging quantities; therefore, a coordinate transformation technique must be adopted to reduce the error in case of poor satellite visibility.
Dual-reflector antenna Receiving Model
Pseudo-range Measurement of Dual Reflector Antenna. The satellite navigation signals received by the dual reflectors R0/R1 of the ground receiver can be expressed as follows: represents the group delay caused by the feeders of the dual reflector antenna. Taking the antenna reflector R0 as example, the pseudo-range measurement value known from the received satellite navigation signal is expressed as below:
Where, c represents the velocity of light; x y z ; r t represents the receiver clock error; i t represents the sum of the satellite clock error and the orbit error;  represents the effects resulting from thermal noise and multipath. In the correction to error amounts, the group delay 0 / 1 g g  must be calibrated in advance. To prevent the feeder delay from excessive effect due to temperature and humidity, it is advisable to keep the feeders as short as possible and work in a space of less temperature variation. The pseudo-range combined observation equation is expressed as follows after necessary corrections:
In the combined observation equation, there are a total of 7 unknown quantities including the coordinates of the two reflectors and the receiver clock error, which makes a dual reflector antenna need more visible satellites for positioning purpose. However, since the relative distance between the reflector pair is definite, it is possible to make a transformation between 0 0 0 ( , , ) x y z and 1 1 1 ( , , )
x y z after the platform attitude is known; consequently, the minimum number of visible satellites for a dual reflector antenna to position is cut down to 4 satellites.
Coordinate Transformation between Reflectors. Let's assume the straight-line distance between reflector R1 and reflector R0 is L , the vehicle nose direction represents y axis, the azimuth and elevation angles of R1 relative to R0 are 
Where, the transformation matrix of the coordinate system is 
The coordinate transformation is diagrammed as fig.1 . Therefore, the two parameters of the vehicle, i.e., elevation angle and roll angle, must be known to complete the coordinate transformation of a dual reflector antenna in the coordinate system established on a vehicle platform. Since the attitude parameter of the vehicle platform is based on the horizontal plane of the earth, it is required to know the heading angle tru  of the vehicle and the corresponding position of the origin point in the vehicle coordinate system relative to the inertial coordinate system. The transformation relation is expressed as follows: 
Where, the transformation matrix is 
Where,  and  represent the angles of 0 0 0 ( , , ) T x y z to the equatorial plane and the vertical plane respectively in the terrestrial coordinate system. 
Essentially, the coordinate fitting of a dual-reflector antenna is to transform 3 unknown quantities of coordinates into 3 unknown attitude quantities of the vehicle platform; therefore, there are still 7 unknown quantities in total. Nevertheless, attitude quantities support lower requirements for visible satellites by other means.
In matrix 3 3 H  , there is only the unknown quantity tru  in the first column; thus, if 
In other words, when both 
After the position in space is determined, it still needs 3 more observed quantities at least to work out the unknown attitude quantity; in other words, it needs 3 conical surfaces of common-view signals at least to assure a definite vector being worked out.
Therefore, to get the attitude solution on the basis of multiple signals and complete positioning on a vehicle platform, it needs at least 4 observed quantities and 3 common-view signals available (2 common-view signals available at least if However, if it is assured that the vehicle roll angle tru  and the elevation angle tru  are too small to affect the matrix 3 3 H  on a vehicle platform (the effect of tru  is completely ignorable if the two reflectors are surely mounted symmetrically), we assume 3 3 3 3
H I
   . It means only 1 common-view signal is required for the observed quantity of azimuth angle.
Attitude Measurement and Fusion Based on Other Sensors.
For attitude measurement based on common-view signal, it needs consistent carrier phase measurement and the presence of common-view signal; however, this is hardly to guarantee in practical applications. Alternatively, it is allowed to figure out the attitude with the aid of other sensors for positioning purpose. Specifically, it is allowed to use an electronic compass for the vehicle heading angle, anaccelerometer or gyroscope for the elevation and roll angles. Considering the fact that electronic compass is susceptible to the ferrous materials on and around the vehicle platform [13, 14] , the directional error incurred thereby might go as much as 10-15 degrees, though an electronic compass can provide directional data continuously. Using common-view signals for attitude determination and direction finding is relatively higher in accuracy, but interruption might occur during the measurement. Therefore, it is preferable to acquire consistent measurement accuracy in a fused way.
It is allowed to fuse the sensor data by means of Kalman filtering, as shown in Figure 2 below. The fusion process is described as follows:
 Carry out Kalman filtering to the data coming from the electronic compass and the gyroscope to get a smoothed high-bandwidth measurement of attitude. This process can be saved if the electric compass and the accelerometer mounted on the vehicle platform export data by a stable way.  Make a threshold decision to the output values from different sensors to determine their validity.  Take the attitude value acquired from common-view signals as reference and estimate the difference of ( , , ) . It must be noted that this fault-tolerance decision is different from the conventional status 2  examination and residual 2  examination, for no feedback adjustment is involved and the expectation for the residual is not zero. Thus, it is required to work out the statistical average of ˆˆ( , , )
, that is, taking
as residual error for fault-tolerance decision.  Make a comprehensive weighted assessment to ˆˆ( , , )
that is acquired by data fusion and In this manner, even if no common-view signal is available, the dual reflector antenna still needs coordinate transformation for positioning with 4 satellites in view.
Effects of Errors to Positioning Performance
Channel Conformity Error. Since the signals received by the two reflectors are introduced into the baseband computation via different channels, there may be still difference in transmission processing even using the same time and frequency reference, dominantly group delays caused by feeder and down converter.
The group delay between feeders is primarily susceptible to ambient temperature and humidity. It is not a difficult thing for a vehicle platform to narrow the difference in group delay between feeders by using cables of the same material, the same model and equal length.
Since the two reflectors are relatively far apart from each other, it might cause fading due to inverse polarization phase if the signals coming from different reflectors are down converted immediately after combining, and consequently leading to measurement failure of common-view signal. Therefore, if it is not absolutely guaranteed that different signals are received by different reflectors, separate frequency converters are required for different reflectors. Different frequency converters would bring about significant difference in group delay between the dual reflectors. This difference drifts randomly with time, more difficult to control and estimate than it using cables. Therefore, if the antenna isolation is poor and common-view signals are needed for attitude determination and direction finding, the frequency converter must be of high stability and excellent delay consistency.
The channel conformity error directly influences the ranging error of the signals received by two antenna reflectors, and further affecting the positioning performance.
Attitude Error in Coordinate Transformation. The attitude error is mainly originated from the measurement errors of electric compass and gravity sensor as well as the measurement error incurred by cycle slip when common-view signals are used. Under the effect of cycle slip, the attitude determination quantity ( , , )
Where, A represents the number of cycle slips occurred and  represents the wavelength of signal carrier. To reduce the measurement error, it is required to decrease the parameters A and D and increase the parameter L , i.e., to extend the distance between dual reflectors, take the common-view signals of higher elevation angle and take anti-multipath measures to lower the cycle slip.
In case of measurement error ( , , ) 
When the antenna reflectors are mounted symmetrically, the ranging error is 
In such a case, the ranging error is related to L , ( , ) is caused by attitude determination error. The ranging error is the maximum and related to the attitude determination error angle when the drift is in agreement with the satellite vector. In the error parameters shown in Figure 3 (a) and (b), this error can go up to 0.2~0.3 L . To improve the ranging accuracy, it is required to reduce the distance between the two reflectors. In the error parameters shown in Figure 3 (c), the upper limit of the error drops down to 0.03~0.04L, which however requires larger L to support attitude determination based on the carrier phase of common-view signals. In other words, if the attitude determination is completed with the aid of electric compass and gravity sensor when no common-view signal is available, it is required to reduce the distance between the two reflectors; when common-view signals are present, it is required to maintain a larger distance between the two reflectors.
Conclusion
Based on the theoretical analysis of positioning with a dual reflector antenna, the following conclusion is drawn:
For positioning with a dual reflector antenna, it needs to correct the ranging values of the received signals with reference to the same point before position fixing.
The number of visible satellites required for positioning with a dual reflector antenna varies with different installation forms. It will decrease if the attitude measurement is taken with the aid of common-view signals. Specifically, it needs 4~7 visible satellites at least depending on the installation conditions.
By means of measurement with common-view signals or data fusion with other sensors, it is possible to provide parameters for coordinate transformation between the two reflectors, thereby to decrease the required number of visible satellites and eventually for a dual reflector antenna to complete positioning with 4 visible satellites at least.
In the positioning process with a dual reflector antenna, the newly introduced errors have certain effects to the positioning accuracy. To deal with it, it is required to use some high-performance devices and extra installation requirements in addition to reasonable distance between the two reflectors.
